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In n previous prcper on the Raman effeot, we have pointad 
out how certain characteristin frequencies persist in the 
~ a r i o ~ g  compounds which possess one common radical or a 
cerhin type of bond. This fact brrs been mentioned by other 
workers and some2 have even tried to calculate the fteqnen- 
cfea from the masa of the constitusnb and the heat of 
dissociation. Someg have also tried to verify the formula By 
showing that the effect of iacre~ise of mme is in most m a s  
a diminution of the frequency and have seen in thii resdt an 
analogy with the wual dynamical result of the diminution of 
frequency with the load. 
There is, however, s certain meakneas in the argument 
which hm not generally been pointed out. There is the 
msumptioa that the strength of the binding between the 
wmponents of the radical respon~ible for the oacillation 
wmaim the same in all the various oomponnds. There is 
actnalIy no experimental data which would justify this 
assumption and we have therefore thought it worth while to 
mahe an intangive study of one radical t o  clear up this point 
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